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company
The Pamag Srl, a company which works in Bergamo since 1956 by the will of its founder Giuseppe
Panzeri . Over the years and has become a reference point for professionals in the world "
hairdressing and aesthetics ." Today Pamag and able to provide service to 360 ° , ranging from the
creation of environments with design and supply of furniture , proposals for everything you need
inside the halls , vocational training through refresher courses and fashion events . Each season we
offer courses and appointments with fashion and news .
produce
The meeting point for the general public and the postal code, an environment of 250sqm , located in
the heart of the city , the parking arrangement with " The Triangle " , which is about 50 meters . The
strengths are the remarkable assortment of items, the continued presence of novelty , the availability
and expertise of its people , the rapidity distribution of the product. The experience gained in 47 years
of activity , provides the choice of quality products with a focus on everything and avant-garde.

accessories
At our store , wide exposure to electrical appliances ( with after-sales service ) , equipment for
hairdressers and beauticians and a unique assortment of scissors and accessories for cutting. In
order to work with tools of quality as well as with quality products . The successful hairdressers use
advanced equipment to achieve results at the "top ."
Furniture
We sign over thirty years the projects and achievements of salons , which stand out for their
elegance and functionality . Renew its image through workspaces and easier and cheaper than you
think ...
nails
Pamag Ltd - nail Bergamo and a company that operates in Bergamo since 1959. Over the years and
has become a reference point for professionals in the world " coiffure and beauty." For many years
we organize courses in nails and in-depth courses for the care of hands and nails. We offer courses
throughout the year, from basic to advanced , ensuring maximum professionalism to our participants ,
we have made available to all those who desire the best products of the "trade " having a lot of
important brands , including ORLY and IBD.
The strengths are the remarkable assortment of items, the continued presence of novelty , the
availability and expertise of its people , the rapidity distribution of the product.
Today Pamag Ltd - nail Bergamo and able to offer a 360 ° service , ranging from the creation of
environments with design and supply of furniture , proposals for everything you need inside the halls ,
vocational training through courses upgrade and fashion events .
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